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A: The installer is not responsible for the error at all. It's a third party error. To see what's going on, try 'exec xp_file_enum.exe -h'. The command will display the system error. Q: How to save lots of data of the website at once instead of saving it one by one? I am creating a website that displays the whole data as a image. I have a
database with 10-20 tables in it. I save data in each table one by one and put images through an API to show data. But it is taking a lot of time because the database is bigger and the site has thousands of data. I want to save it at once and show all at once using image format. I am using PHP and MySQL. Please give suggestions for me
so I can use it for now as a single image. A: MySQL dump just export all data in csv. you can use LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE foreach($rows as $row) { $sql = "INSERT INTO tbl (column) VALUES ('val')"; mysql_query($sql); } or PHPCR Migrate. ref: The data is created in files. ref: or nestledorm.com [ A: If you want a quick solution, you can
use Nestledorm. It loads your data in different types of files for you to select and edit. A: With phpmyadmin, go into SQL and query for all tables, you will need to do a lot of exporting to csv's and then importing them but they are fast. I had it done in about 5 minutes and it took me about 5 minutes to code it up. PS, Make sure you know
what
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